In this paper, the pure poetics of Park Yong-chul and Jeong Ji-yong in the 1930s is studied in contrast. Park Yong-chul was a poet and theorist who set up the pure poetics in the 1930s Korean poetic society. He set a cornerstone of his own poem creation poetics under the influence of Housman's poetics. On the other hand, Jeong Ji-yong's poetics was influenced a lot by Park Yong-chul's in developing his own poem creation. This thesis offers three aspects of the results. Firstly, Park Yong-chul was much influenced in the course of building his own poetics. His poetics was a lot different from other proletarian's and modernists'. Therefore, he implemented in the Korean poetics history a poetics which shows the course of poetry creation. One of his poetics writings, On the Poetic Transformation presents a pre-poetic features. Secondly, Jeong Ji-yong takes help of Park Yong-chul in building his early poetics. The influences were shown in the vocabularies and poetics. However, Jeong Ji-yong's poetics tried to present the features of today's poetry beyond the limits of Park Yong-chul which appears its language and mentalism. Nevertheless, it is sorry that he didn't present his poetics in complete.

